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By performing spatially resolved Raman and photoluminescence spectroscopy with varying excitation
wavelength, density, and data acquisition parameters, we achieve a unified understanding towards the
spectroscopy signatures of the organic-inorganic hybrid perovskite, transforming from the pristine
state (CH3 NH3 PbI3 ) to the fully degraded state (i.e., PbI2 ) for samples with varying crystalline domain
size from mesoscopic scale (approximately 100 nm) to macroscopic size (centimeters), synthesized by
three different techniques. We show that the hybrid perovskite exhibits multiple stages of structure
transformation occurring either spontaneously or under light illumination, with exceptionally high
sensitivity to the illumination conditions (e.g., power, illumination time, and interruption pattern). We
highlight four transformation stages (stages I–IV, with stage I being the pristine state) along either the
spontaneous or photoinduced degradation path exhibiting distinctly different Raman spectroscopy features
at each stage, and point out that previously reported Raman spectra in the literature reflect highly degraded
structures of either stage III or stage IV. Additional characteristic optical features of partially degraded
materials under the joint action of spontaneous and photodegradation are also given. This study offers
reliable benchmark results for understanding the intrinsic material properties and structure transformation
of this unique category of hybrid materials, and the findings are pertinently important to a wide range of
potential applications where the hybrid material is expected to function in greatly different environment and
light-matter interaction conditions.
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I. INTRODUCTION
As a solar-cell absorber material, organic-inorganic
hybrid structure ðCH3 NH3 ÞPbI3 ðMAPbI3 Þ is perhaps the
material that has shown the fastest efficiency growth among
all the currently known absorber materials [1–7]. While in
its first use in a sensitized solar cell in 2009 it had a reported
efficiency of 3.8% [1], today the reported efficiency has
exceeded 20%, an important milestone shared by only two
other thin-film solar-cell technologies based on CdTe and
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CIGS. However, this material system is facing a critical
challenge, that is, structural stability [8]. The rapid progress
in the device performance has led to explosive research
activities on the material properties, in particular, optical
properties [9]. Unfortunately, some optical characterization
work has been done in a rush without paying sufficient
attention to the extreme structural instability, thus yielding
results extrinsic to the material. Roughly speaking, if the
photodegradation threshold of an ionic compound like
Cu2 ZnSnSe4 is 2 orders of magnitude lower than covalent
or mostly covalent semiconductors like Si and GaAs
[10,11], MAPbI3 is further lower by 2 orders more, as
we demonstrate in this work. Therefore, extra caution is
required in optical characterization. The primary intent of
this work is to reveal the intrinsic optical properties and
signatures of different stages of natural degradation and
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photodegradation, and, thus, provide reliable information
for further investigation of the material. Furthermore, the
derived information provides guidance to different anticipated applications, from solar cell, sensor, and laser, to
photonic structure, where the hybrid material is expected to
operate in vastly different environment and light-matter
interaction conditions.
Organic-inorganic hybrid materials tend to appear in
disordered phases [12]. There are only very limited
examples of truly ordered hybrid materials that can be
considered as crystals in a genuine sense, i.e., having a
translational symmetry. Only in a few rare cases can the
very high degree structural ordering yield x-ray diffraction
peaks and Raman lines as sharp as a high-quality semiconductor like GaAs, as in some hybrid structures based
on II-VI semiconductors, such as ZnTeðenÞ0.5 , where
en ¼ C2 N2 H8 [13,14]. One key factor to have a highly
ordered hybrid structure is understandably to involve only
small organic molecules. The hybrid perovskite structure
MAPbI3 would seem to be a good candidate applying this
simple intuition. However, because of the orientational
disorder of the molecular cation MAþ , the structure is,
strictly speaking, disordered (dynamic disorder) [15].
Although MAPbI3 is often referred to as having a tetragonal symmetry in the temperature region of approximately
162–327 K (cubic at higher and orthorhombic at lower
temperature regions, respectively) [15], the symmetry
should be understood in the same sense as in the case of
a semiconductor alloy to be an averaged symmetry. While it
is well known that the alloying effect leads to linewidth
broadening in many spectroscopy features in semiconductor alloys [16], the disordering effect is expected to
manifest in the perovskite hybrid in a similar manner.
Raman spectroscopy is an effective tool for probing the
disordering effect as well as the disorder-order transition in
semiconductors [17,18]. The inorganic counterpart of
MAPbCl3 , CsPbCl3 , is known to be Raman inactive in
first-order scattering when in the cubic phase [19,20], as is
true for the cubic SrTiO3 [21,22]. However, tetragonal and
orthorhombic CsPbCl3 become Raman active [19,20]. A
subtle but important difference is expected between the
inorganic and hybrid perovskite. The disorder will relax the
Raman selection for the cubic phase, i.e., the first-order
Raman will become partially allowed, but in the meantime
results in spectral broadening, which will manifest as a
disorder activated band reflecting the phonon density of
states, as was observed in a similar system MAPbCl3 for its
room-temperature cubic phase [23]. Even for its tetragonal
phase, some phonon modes are, in principle, Raman
allowed, but the disordering effect still dominates over
the symmetry dictated effect; i.e., no distinct Raman mode
is actually observed. Only for the low-temperature orthorhombic phase were many distinct Raman peaks observed,
indicating that the structure became highly ordered [23].
Since MAPbI3 is in tetragonal phase at room temperature,

and likely more disordered than tetragonal MAPbCl3 due to
the larger void for the molecule and higher temperature, the
finding for MAPbCl3 might hint that no distinct Raman
mode should be observed for MAPbI3 at room temperature.
The situation in MAPbI3 is further more complicated than
in MAPbCl3 , because of the lower environmental and
photostability of the former, which seems to be related to
the larger anion for the former. It was found similarly for
the II-VI-based hybrids [13] that the photostability reduced
with increasing anion size in common cation isostructures
[e.g., CdXðbaÞ0.5 , where X ¼ S, Se, and Te]. Another
subtle effect could be significant, that is, the dependence
on the domain size in MAPbI3 polycrystalline films. Even
in an ordered inorganic semiconductor alloy, In0.5 Ga0.5 P,
for example, its small domain size makes it much more
challenging to observe ordering-induced Raman features
[24]. Given the fact that the hybrid perovskite materials
have been synthesized using a wide range of techniques [3–
6,25,26], resulting in vast differences in crystalline domain
size, interface, and surface, it is of great interest to ask if
these different structures share common vibrational signatures that are intrinsic to the hybrid structure of interest.
The reported Raman spectroscopy results for MaPbI3
have, in fact, shown great diversity. The room-temperature
Raman data can be grouped into two categories: type 1,
with relatively weak and broad bands at 52–69, 94,
108–119 cm−1 [27–30], and type 2, with stronger and
well-resolved peaks at 71, 94–95, 110–111 cm−1 [31,32].
Type 2 in fact closely resembles 2H-PbI2 Raman modes at
74 (Eg ), 96 (A1g ), and 110 or 106=113 cm−1 (A2u =2Eu )
[33–37]. A transition from type 1 to type 2 was observed
with either increasing excitation power or prolonged
illumination [29–31]. The transition was explained as
photodegradation from MAPbI3 to PbI2 [29], but was
indicated to be reversible and attributed to the photoinduced structural transformation of perovskite [30]. It is
apparently unclear which set, if any, of these Raman
features is intrinsic to MAPbI3 or if they represent two
structural variations of the perovskite framework. Note that
these studies were performed using samples prepared by
various techniques with one obvious variation, the polycrystalline domain size. Furthermore, the small variation in
experimental conditions, such as the illumination power
density and data acquisition time, could mean that the
photoinduced transition is reversible or irreversible, keeping in mind that the measurements were often performed
using micro-Raman systems usually involving high excitation density and the structural transformation often is an
exponential activation process of the external perturbation.
In our recent study using a moderately high excitation
density, the hybrid perovskite Raman spectrum has been
found to be domain size dependent, with that of the small
domain resembling type 2, whereas that of the large domain
resembles the mixture of the two sets but both being well
resolved [38]. Therefore, there is apparently considerable
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inconsistency, ambiguity, and uncertainty between the
reported data and regarding which represents the intrinsic
properties of the material.
In this work, we attempt to address the following questions.
(1) Are the above-mentioned observations all intrinsic to the
hybrid perovskite? (2) If yes, what are the likely underlying
mechanisms for the variations? (3) If no, what should be the
intrinsic spectroscopic features? To this end, we perform
spatially resolved Raman-PL studies on a set of samples
including polycrystalline films of different domain sizes and
sources as well as single crystals, with varying excitation
wavelength, density, and acquisition parameters. The direct
comparison of the results from the same measurement system
removes the possible uncertainty when comparing data from
different publications, and, thus, is able to offer a unified
understanding for the materials with distinctly different
preparation methods and crystalline domain structures.
II. EXPERIMENT
MAPbI3 samples from three sources are used in this
work: (1) polycrystalline films synthesized by the
Sungkyunkwan University (SKKU) group that consist of
polycrystalline domains typically ∼500 nm in size
(referred to as SKKU-p), and isolated larger domains of
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∼5–10 μm found on the film (referred to as SKKU-L)
[38,39], (2) small domain polycrystalline films by the
National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) group
(NREL-p) [40], and (3) macroscopic size (millimeters to
centimeters) single crystalline samples by the Shaanxi
Normal University (SNU) group (SNU-c) [26]. There are
effectively four distinctly different types of samples.
Samples were received vacuum packed, and kept in a
continuously pumped chamber, to prolong the sample
lifetime (typically up to a few months). Both the SKKU
and NREL samples are deposited on glass with a TiO2
buffer layer [39,40], whereas the SMU samples are
freestanding crystals [26]. None of them have any top
protection layer. Figure 1 provides the basic structural
information of the samples. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the
typical SEM images for the morphology information of the
as-grown SKKU and NREL samples, respectively, and
Fig. 1(c) is a SEM image of a degraded SKKU sample that
has been left under ambient condition for a few weeks and
fully converted back into PbI2 . Figure 1(d) is a SEM image
of SNU-c sample of a large single crystal, showing uniform
surface.
The optical properties of the hybrid perovskite are very
sensitive to the measurement conditions, particularly excitation wavelength λ, excitation power P, or more relevant

FIG. 1. SEM images of MAPbI3 hybrid perovskite samples: (a) a SKKU-p sample (with a large domain shown as an inset), (b) a
NREL-p sample, (c) a degraded SKKU-p sample, (d) a SNU-c sample.
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density D, which in turn depend on the wavelength and
numerical aperture (NA) of the microscope lens and data
collection time. Previously used power densities range from
about 1 to 16 kW=cm2 on the lower end [29,30] to
86–110 kW=cm2 on the higher end [31,32]. In this work,
we use excitation densities varying from about 170 W to
50 kW=cm2 , allowing more careful examination of the
possible heating and photodegradation effects. Often not
specifically mentioned in the literature (except for Ref.
[30]), the acquisition time is a significant parameter in
addition to the excitation density. In this work, we also
examine the effects of total acquisition time (TAT, the
actual data acquisition time excluding interruption time) as
well as interruption time (IT) between continued data
collection time (CT). Data are taken using either a 100×
(NA ¼ 0.9) or a 50 × L (NA ¼ 0.5, long working distance)
microscope lens on a Horiba LabRam HR800 confocal
Raman microscope with a 1200 g=mm grating, using a
532- and 441.6-nm laser with a full power of ∼18 and
∼13 mW, respectively, measured when exiting the microscope lens. The excitation density is estimated as
D ¼ P=A, where A is the area determined by the diffraction
limit spot size 1.22λ=NA. The laser power is attenuated
either using built-in attenuators D1–D4, from high to low,
approximately giving 1–4 order attenuation, or by reducing
the operation current of the laser. At D4, for the 532- (442-)
nm laser, the excitation densities are approximately 440
(460) or 136ð142Þ W=cm2, respectively, with a 100× or
50 × L lens. The lowest excitation density used is significantly lower than the lowest level used in the previous
reports, and is considered very low for the confocal
measurement and comparable to that in a typical macroscopic measurement, although still much higher than solar
radiation (0.1 W=cm2 for AM1.5). In comparison to other
Photovoltaic (PV) materials like Si that will not show any
photodegradation under > 106 W=cm2 excitation, the
hybrid has very low photostability because prolonged
illumination can lead to structural transformation even with
100 W=cm2 level illumination. To minimize or examine
heating and/or photodegradation effects, a mechanical shutter is employed to block the laser beam in a Raman
measurement (1) when the CCD detector is not actively
taking data and (2) periodically during a long data collection
cycle. The measurements are performed at room temperature
with continued low N2 flow over the sample surface to slow
down the sample degradation when exposed to ambient
condition (no significant change for a few hours).
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Intrinsic optical properties probed
by Raman and photoluminescence
We first attempt to address the question of what to expect
in the Raman spectrum of a pristine hybrid perovskite
MAPbI3 . It turns out that all the Raman spectra reported in

the literature show the spectroscopic signatures of some
degree of spontaneous and/or photoinduced structure degradation, based on our analyses of four representative types
of samples we describe herein.
1. SKKU-p samples
Figure 2 compares Raman and photoluminescence
spectra of a few SKKU samples that were measured at
different delay times after the samples were received,
reflecting different degrees in natural degradation.
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) include five representative Raman
spectra from five samples using the 532-nm laser, where
SKKU-p-1 to SKKU-p-4 are measured on a single spatial
spot under D=TAT=CT=IT ¼ D4100× =800 s=0.5 s=0.5 s
(except for SKKU-p-3 under D450×L ), and SKKU-p-5 is
measured under the same excitation level of SKKU-p-1 but
only for 1 s per spatial point and averaging over 2420 total
spatial points in an interval of 5 μm (D=TAT=CT ¼
D4100× =1 s=1 s). The SKKU-p-5 measurement is to minimize any potential accumulative effect of the large total
illumination time in the other cases. These samples
represent different stages of spontaneous or natural degradation, corresponding to different lengths in the exposure
time to air. The degradation is manifested in the evolution
of two major spectral features: (1) in the vicinity of
100 cm−1 , from no visible feature above a smooth background in SKKU-p-1, to the emergence of a small “bump”
in SKKU-p-2, to two resolvable peaks in SKKU-p-3, and
finally to multiple well-developed sharp peaks in SKKU-p4 that have almost fully converted back to PbI2 ; (2) a broad
band ∼550 cm−1 with a valley at ∼900 cm−1 exhibits a
systematic intensity reduction till it completely vanishes
from SKKU-p-1 to SKKU-p-4. This broad band was absent
in the previous reports and is confirmed to be Raman
signal, because very similar spectra were obtained with
442-nm excitation (spectra not shown). The result of the
additional sample SKKU-p-5 confirms that the spectrum of
SKKU-p-1 can indeed represent that of a pristine sample.
Clearly, the spectra of SKKU-p-1 and SKKU-p-5 are the
two closest to each other. The comparison between
SKKU-p-1 and SKKU-p-4 indicates that the Raman cross
sections near 100 cm−1 are at least a factor of 15 difference
between PbI2 and MAPbI3 . Figure 2(c) compares the PL
spectra of the same samples measured from the same spot
as that for the respective Raman spectrum (taken before the
Raman measurement) using the 442-nm laser under
D4100× =1 s=1 s (D450×L =1 s=1 s for SKKU-p-3) in order
to examine the PL emission not only near the band gap of
the hybrid but also that of PbI2 . We notice that with
increasing level of degradation, the hybrid-related PL peak
exhibits major peak intensity reduction, for over 4 orders in
magnitude from SKKU-p-1 to SKKU-p-4, accompanied by
a blueshift in peak position, from ∼769 nm in SKKU-p-1,
which is near the hybrid band gap, [41,42], to ∼743 nm in
SKKU-p-4 (only visible under 532-nm excitation).
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(f)

FIG. 2. Raman and PL spectra of SKKU samples at different stages of structure transformation. (a),(b) Representative Raman spectra
at different stages of structure transformation from MaPbI3 to PbI2 , measured under a very low excitation density D4 (SKKU-p-3 was
measured with the 50 × L lens, but multiplied by the laser density ratio between the 100× and 50 × L lens). (c) PL spectra measured at
D4 from the same location as in (a) and (b) before the Raman measurement. (d) Raman excitation density dependence of the most
pristine sample SKKU-p-1. (e) Low-excitation density (D4) Raman spectra for two large-domain SKKU-L samples. (f) The
corresponding PL spectra of (e), measured under D4 before the Raman measurement. The inset shows the spectral region near the PbI2
band gap.
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Additionally, in the most degraded sample, SKKU-p-4, a
weak PL peak at ∼514 nm, which is close to the band gap
of PbI2 [43] appears, whereas in the other samples this
emission is invisible. The Raman spectrum of SKKU-p-4,
despite being taken at a much lower excitation density
level, resembles the type 2 spectrum for the hybrid material
reported in the literature [31,32], but is also nearly the same
as those reported for PbI2 [34,35]. The above results
suggest that the Raman spectrum of SKKU-p-1 or
SKKU-p-5 can be taken as that of a pristine MAPbI3 :
no visible peak near 100 cm−1 but with a broad band at
∼550 cm−1 .
Figure 2(d) compares Raman spectra of the most
pristine sample SKKU-p-1 measured under three
conditions consecutively: D4100× =800 s=0.5 s=0.5 s,
D3100× =400 s=0.5 s=0.5 s, and D2100× =100 s=0.5 s=0.5 s.
For this type of sample, the combination of
D4100× =800 s=0.5 s=0.5 s appears to be a safe condition
that does not result in a visible change in the overall shape
of the Raman spectrum, although there may be some
intensity reduction of the 550-cm−1 peak. Under the other
two conditions, two peaks are resolved at ∼96 and ∼111 or
∼93 and ∼110 cm−1 , which are in fact similar to the type 1
spectra in the previous reports [27–30]. We note that in the
Raman spectrum, despite the change near 100 cm−1, the
∼550-cm−1 band remains after the two higher-level measurements; also in the PL spectrum (not shown), the hybrid
band gap emission remains, and no emission near the PbI2
band gap is observed. This situation represents a subtle
structural change of the hybrid without significant conversion back to PbI2 .
In our preliminary study using the D250×L excitation
[38], the isolated large domains are found to yield much
stronger signal and also exhibit more Raman features
than the small ones, which now appears to be extrinsic
in nature. Upon more careful and thorough examination,
we suggest that the larger domains often contain incompletely reacted PbI2 , based on their Raman spectra and
colors. Figure 2(e) compares the low-excitation density
(D4100× =1000 s=1.25 s=3.75 s) Raman spectra of two
large domains, SKKUL-L-1 and SKKU-L-2, of which
the former look similar in color to the regular sample area,
but the latter appear brighter. The overall intensities are
comparable to the small domain area (e.g., SKKU-p-1), but
the brighter one exhibits PbI2 -like modes (similar to
SKKU-p-4) superimposed on the intrinsic hybrid Raman
spectrum. The difference could be explained as that the
SKKU-L-2 is either slightly degraded or embedded with
PbI2 inclusions. Figure 2(f) compares PL spectra of these
two samples taken before the Raman measurement.
SKKU-L-1 has higher peak intensity as well as longer
peak wavelength than SKKU-L-2. In the PL spectrum of a
typical semiconductor, the longer PL peak wavelength
usually indicates the involvement of defects or impurities
in the recombination. However, we find that for the hybrid

material the longer PL peak wavelength often indicates that
the material is less degraded, which is further supported by
the results of the SNU-c samples to be discussed later.
2. NREL-p samples
Figure 3 shows the Raman and PL spectra of a NREL-p
sample. Figure 3(a) compares two spectra taken under the
same low-excitation density and total acquisition time
(D4100× =800 s) but with different CT/IT combinations,
1 s=4 s first, followed with 0.5 s=0.5 s. Clearly, the shorter
interruption yields a more apparent 100-cm−1 feature or
less 550-cm−1 band. Although D4100× =800 s=0.5 s=0.5 s
is found to be “safe” for SKKU-p-1, one should be alerted
that the “safe” condition depends on the sample condition.
The difference seems to indicate that the small domains are
more sensitive to the illumination than the large ones,
possibly due to the lower thermal conductivity and thus
slower heat dissipation associated with the small polycrystalline domains, and/or the difference in surface effect.
Figure 3(b) shows the excitation density dependence in the
same conditions as in Fig. 2(d) for SKKU-p-1: the
∼100-cm−1 feature becomes more and more apparent under
D3=400 s=0.5 s=0.5 s and D2=100 s=0.5 s=0.5 s. These
results are qualitatively consistent with those from the
SKKU-p-1 sample, although there are no individually
resolved peaks near 100 cm−1 in this sample. After the
D2 Raman measurement, the D4100× =800 s=1 s=4 s measurement is repeated again, and the spectrum appears to be
nearly the same as the initial one, as shown in Fig. 3(c),
indicating no significant permanent structure transformation in this case. PL is measured using both a 442- and 532nm laser at D4 with TAT ¼ CT ¼ 1 s before and after the
first and last Raman spectrum measurement, as shown in
Fig. 3(d). We note that the PL peak wavelength of the
NREL-p sample (∼764 nm) tends to be slightly shorter
than that of the nondegraded SKKU samples. As shown in
Fig. 3(d), although the PL peak positions show no or little
change, the intensities have reduced significantly. We did not
wait for a longer time to check if the intensity could recover,
as partial recovery was reported in Ref. [30] after 12 h.
Nevertheless, no PL emission near the PbI2 band gap is
observed before and after the D2 Raman measurement. We
note that in the NREL-p sample, even under D4100× =
800 s=1 s=4 s, the ∼550-cm−1 band is not as prominent
as in SKKU-p-1, rather it is comparable to that in SKKU-p-2,
which seems to suggest that the sample is slightly degraded,
possibly because the further reduced polycrystalline domain
size in this sample makes it even less stable. This observation
might explain why the previous reports also did not show the
∼550-cm−1 band [27–30].
3. SNU-c samples
We now examine the single crystal sample SNU-c
with results given in Fig. 4. Figure 4(a) contrasts two
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FIG. 3. Raman and PL spectra of NREL-p samples measured at different conditions. (a) D4 Raman spectra measured with different
interruptions. (b) Raman spectra measured under different excitation density D4–D2. (c) D4=800 s=1 s=4 s measurements before and
after the measurements shown in (b). (d) PL spectra measured before and after all the Raman measurements, using both a 442- and a
532-nm laser.

D450×L =1600 s=0.5 s=0.5 s Raman spectra taken between
one D250×L =200 s=10 s=0.2 s measurement. While the D2
spectrum shows a visible ∼100 -cm−1 peak, the two D4
spectra are nearly the same, indicating that the
D250×L =100 s=0.5 s=0.5 s illumination does not cause
irreversible change. However, in Fig. 4(b), after increasing
the D2 illumination time, with one D250×L =800 s=20 s=0.2 s
followed by another D250×L =100 s=0.5 s=0.5 s, in the
repeated D4 spectrum the 100 -cm−1 peak now becomes
somewhat visible, indicating that the longer D2 illumination does induce some structural change. Also, the D2
spectra are rather different between Figs. 4(a) and 4(b); i.e.,
longer D2 illumination has resulted in a more prominent
∼100-cm−1 peak, a much reduced ∼550-cm−1 band, and
the appearance of a broad peak near 250 cm−1. In fact, the
D2 spectra in Fig. 4(b) are similar to those in Fig. 3(b) for
the NREL-p sample. Figure 4(c) shows the same measurements of Fig. 4(a), but the measured spot is flashed by D1
after the first D4 measurement. Now even at D4 major
irreversible structure change is evident with the appearance

of multiple peaks related to PbI2 . Figure 4(d) compares the
PL spectra excited by 442 nm under D450×L =1 s=1 s before
and after the D4 Raman of Fig. 4(b) or 4(c). After the
moderately strong illumination, D250×L =800 s=20 s=0.2 s,
the PL spectrum shows a small redshift and small intensity
enhancement, indicating that the material remains in the
hybrid structure despite some subtle structural change;
whereas after being flashed with D1, the PL spectrum
reveals a factor of 88 reduction in the peak intensity
and a 24-nm redshift in the peak position, indicating
major structure modification. To remove the uncertainty
of the extremely weak signal under the D4 excitation,
another test is done under D2. The results shown
in Fig. 4(e) indicate that the ∼100-cm−1 peak appears
only under D250×L =200 s=10 s=0.2 s and not under
D250×L =100 s=0.5 s=0.5 s, with the presence of the
550-cm−1 band in both cases. These two spectra resemble,
respectively, those of SKKU-p-1 and SKKU-p-2 in
Fig. 2(a). The results of this single crystal sample again
confirm the conclusion about the intrinsic Raman
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FIG. 4. Raman and PL spectra of SNU-c samples measured at different conditions. (a)–(c) Low-excitation density (D4) Raman spectra
measured before and after different higher excitation density measurements. (d) D4 PL spectra measured before the Raman measurement
shown in (a) and after the Raman measurements shown in (b) and (c). (e) Raman spectra measured at a moderately high excitation
density D2 under different data collection conditions. (f) Comparison of the D4 PL spectra for four types of samples, SKKU-p, SKKU-L,
NREL-p, and SNU-c, and an absorption spectrum of a SNU-c sample. The inset shows a room-temperature GaAs PL spectrum.

spectrum of the material derived from the polycrystalline
samples.
The results shown above offer a consistent understanding
of the intrinsic Raman characteristic of the MAPbI3 hybrid

structure. Although the Raman modes associated with the
PbI2 cluster in the hybrid are expected to appear in a similar
spectral range as in the bulk PbI2 with the same nearestneighbor configuration (PbI6 ), as shown theoretically
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[27,31], the Raman cross sections for these modes appear to
be very small, possibly due to the symmetry selection rule
[22], as well as the inhomogeneous broadening, compared to
the higher frequency modes that are likely associated with
the MA molecules [23,27,31]. Therefore, a more comprehensive theoretical treatment including the disordering
effect is required to interpret the intrinsic Raman spectrum.
Turning to the PL spectra, our results clearly reveal a
significant and systematic variation in the peak position
between the four sample types in their most pristine states,
as evident by the direct comparison of their PL spectra in
Fig. 4(f). The trend seems to be that the peak wavelength
redshifts with increasing domain size, which is qualitatively
consistent with the previously reported difference between
the “meso” and “flat” sample (which differed in domain
size) [28]. However, since in none of these cases the
domain size was small enough for the quantum confinement effect to be significant, the peak wavelength shift is
rather interesting. Since the small domain samples clearly
exhibited strong structural disorder, i.e., no visible excitonic absorption peak even at low temperatures [41], the PL
peak position and line shape largely reflect the density of
states of the system. For the large domain or single
crystalline samples, the excitonic band gaps could be
unambiguously identified at low temperatures [41,42].
However, at room temperature it has been smeared out
due to inhomogeneous broadening and could only be
estimated to be around 1.63–1.64 eV or 760–756 nm
[26,28,41,42], suggesting that significant disorder remains
even in the large domain samples, as implied by the
pseudotetragonal structure [15]. The room-temperature
PL linewidths are in the range of 80 to 100 meV with a
nearly symmetric energy distribution, which is significantly
different from a semiconductor like GaAs exhibiting an
asymmetric PL line shape with the higher energy side
approximately following a Boltzmann distribution [inset of
Fig. 4(f)] [44]. In these hybrid samples, the PL peak
positions are Stokes shifted with respect to the excitonic
band gap, as in a semiconductor alloy with strong energy
fluctuation. Therefore, using the PL peak position or Tauc
plot, in particular the latter, to determine the band gap is
either ambiguous or misleading [9,45].
B. Photostability: Reversible and irreversible
change and metastable state
Photostability of MAPbI3 depends not only on the
illumination power density, total illumination time, and
interruption, but also on the crystalline domain size. Here,
we further examine the photostability and reversibility of
the photoinduced structure changes.
1. Multiple stages of photoinduced
structure transformation
The structural transformation appears to have multiple
stages. Stage I is the as-grown or pristine structure as
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revealed by the Raman spectrum of SKKU-p-1 or
SKKU-p-5 in Fig. 2(a) or of SNU-c in Fig. 4(e) under
D250×L =100 s=0.5 s=0.5 s. This stage can be observed
only under very carefully controlled measurement conditions, typically very low excitation density and/or short
illumination time and no or minimal exposure to the
ambient condition, also depending on the sample condition
(e.g., domain size). It has largely been overlooked in
previous studies. Under light illumination or with ambient
exposure, the material can easily be transformed into stage
II, which is indicated by the appearance of the “bump” near
100 cm−1 and simultaneous reduction of the 550-cm−1
band, as represented by the spectrum of SKKU-p-2 in
Fig. 2(a), of SKKU-L-1 in Fig. 2(e), of NREL-p in
Fig. 3(a), and of SNU-c under D250×L =200 s=10 s=0.2 s
in Fig. 4(a) or 4(e). Although the material can enter this
stage either due to slight natural degradation or photoinduced transformation, there is a delicate difference
between the natural degradation and phototransformation:
namely, for the latter the material is in an excited state,
which is less stable than the ground state. Even this stage
was rarely observed in the literature, perhaps with an
exception of Ref. [29], although there without the
550-cm−1 band. In stage III, distinct Raman peaks become
observable near 100 cm−1, as shown by SKKU-p-3 in
Fig. 2(b) and SKKU-p-1 under higher excitation densities
in Fig. 2(d) or SKKU-L-2 in Fig. 2(e). The Raman features
of this stage seem to be in general agreement with those
reported in the literature, such as Refs. [27–30], despite
some variations in the exact peak positions, which are
sensitive to the sample condition as well as the measurement condition. In stage IV, the typical Raman spectrum is
like that of SKKU-p-4 in Fig. 2(b), which is essentially the
same as that of PbI2 and also very similar to those reported
hybrid spectra measured under high excitation density
[31,32]. Stage I appears to be a stable state at room
temperature, although likely with a very small formation
energy. The photoinduced transformation from stage I
toward stage II has been shown to be reversible, as shown
in Fig. 4(a), if the illumination power and time are very
carefully controlled. There might be a small energy barrier
between stage I and stage II. Stage II appears to be a
metastable state, in the sense that it can endure some
change towards stage III yet is reversible as long as it does
not reach stage III, as we discuss below. However, the
photoinduced transformation from stage II to stage III and
thereafter is irreversible.
The phototransformation is accumulative with consecutive illuminations, as demonstrated by the results shown in
Fig. 5. Figure 5(a) depicts 17 spectra of a SKKU-p sample,
which is a fresh sample and had not been illuminated
before, measured under D250×L =10 s=0.5 s=0.5 s with a
∼20-s interval between the adjacent measurements, except
for no. 0 under D250×L =1.5 s=0.5 s=0.5 s. The no. 0
spectrum indicates the sample was already in stage II at
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(b)

(a)
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no. 9
no. 7
no. 1

(d)

no. 23
no. 20
no. 6
no. 1

FIG. 5. Effects of multiple consecutive Raman measurements in SKKU-p samples under D2 excitation. (a) Sixteen consecutive
measurements with ∼20 s in between. (b) PL spectra measured after the Raman measurements shown in (a). (c) Eight consecutive
measurements with ∼20 s in between, then waited for 10 min before the last one (no. 9). (d) Twenty-two consecutive measurements with
∼20 s in between, then waited for 10 min before the last one (no. 23).

the beginning. With increasing the repeating number, the
measured point quickly evolves into stage III then stage IV.
Accompanying the appearance of multiple resolved peaks
near 100 cm−1, the 550-cm−1 band, as well as another band
near 1340 cm−1 that always accompanies the 550-cm−1
band, systematically reduces. At the end of these
Raman measurements, PL spectra are measured under
D450×L =1 s=1 s and D350×L =1 s=1 s, as shown in
Fig. 5(b). In comparison with the PL spectrum [similar
to that of SKKU-p-1 in Fig. 2(c)] measured before the
Raman measurements, the later PL spectra exhibit significant blueshift and major intensity reduction in the hybrid
band gap peak, and the appearance of the PbI2 band gap
emission. The photodegradation effect is qualitatively
similar to the natural degradation, as shown in Fig. 2(c),
but as an accelerated process. Typically, once the material
enters stage III under illumination, the transformation
becomes irreversible. To confirm this, two additional tests
were carried out, with, respectively, 8 and 22 consecutive
measurements under D250×L =20 s=10 s=0.2 s with ∼20-s
interruption in between, then we waited for 10 min to take

the final measurement (no. 9 and no. 23, respectively). The
results of the first test are shown in Fig. 5(c), indicating
the material is mostly recovered (no. 1 versus no. 9), despite
the fact that some change is induced during the test, for
instance, the intensity variation of the 550-cm−1 peak
between no. 1 and no. 7. However, the second test yields
irreversible change from stage II to stage III, as shown in
Fig. 5(d), including the spectra of no. 1, no. 6, no. 20, and
no. 23, where starting from no. 6 individual Raman peaks
emerge in the 100-cm−1 region. Note that there are some
variations in the photodegradation threshold between the
individual spots of the three tests, reflecting inhomogeneity
of the polycrystalline film. This fluctuation becomes more
apparent when a relatively high power, like D2, is used,
because D2 can very easily drive the system from stage II to
stage III.
The above-described phototransformation has also been
observed in the single crystalline sample SNU-c in a
qualitatively similar manner. Figure 6 shows the illumination time and pattern dependence and spatial variation of a
SNU-c sample. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) contrast two extreme
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
no. 1
no. 7
no. 8
no. 9

FIG. 6. Effects of multiple consecutive Raman measurements in SNU-c samples under D2 excitation. Panels (a) and (b) show spatial
inhomogeneity. Panels (c) and (d) show the effect of long illumination time.

situations due to sample inhomogeneity observed from
two spatial points each with four consecutive measurements. The first and last measurements under
D250×L =100 s=0.5 s=0.5 s alone usually would not lead
to permanent change, according to the results of Figs. 4(a)
and 4(c); thus, they are used as probing measurements.
The two longer measurements in between (total 600-s
illumination time) are used to induce change. In one case,
Fig. 6(a), the first and the last spectra, as well as the two
middle ones, are nearly the same. In the other relatively rare
case or a weaker point on the sample, Fig. 6(b), the 100-cm−1
region shows major enhancement and splitting starting
from the third measurement, reflecting from stage II
to stage III transformation. Two additional tests are performed on regular points. Figure 6(c) offers a test of three
consecutive measurements using one single longer measurement in the middle, D250×L =800 s=0.5 s=0.5 s, and the
change in the last spectrum is significantly more pronounced
than in Fig. 6(b). Figure 6(d) further shows another test:
after an initial D250×L =100 s=0.5 s=0.5 s, followed by
eight alternating D250×L =100–400 s=10 s=0.2 s and
D250×L =100 s=0.5 s=0.5 s measurements. Up to no. 7 (total

illumination time of 900 s from no. 2 to no. 7), the change is
rather small; however, another D250×L =800 s=10 s=0.2 s
results in PbI2 -like Raman features similar to that of
D250×L =800 s=0.5 s=0.5 s in Fig. 6(c), and the last probing
measurement under D250×L =100 s=0.5 s=0.5 s yields a
spectrum closer to that of PbI2 as SKKU-p-4 in Fig. 2(b).
The results here indicate that under this particular excitation
density, for a single crystalline sample, approximately 800-s
illumination can result in irreversible structural degradation,
and the effects of two different illumination patterns,
800 s=0.5 s=0.5 s and 800 s=10 s=0.2 s, are comparable.
2. Photostability and reversibility in photoluminescence
PL is often found more sensitive to the illumination than
Raman, and thus more challenging to control and understand. Here, we examine more closely the light-induced
changes in PL and reversibility of the effects, as well as
the sample inhomogeneity using SKKU and SNU-c
samples. It was reported that under weak illumination
(0.1 W=cm2 ∼ 1 sun) PL initially increased slightly then
decreased very significantly, but recovered partially after
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FIG. 7. Photo-stability of the PL spectra. (a) and (b) for two SKKU-p samples, low excitation density PL spectra before and after a
higher power flash (∼1 s). (c) and (d) for two SKKU-L samples, PL spectra measured before and after the Raman measurements shown
in Fig. 2(e) and 2(f). (e) Consecutively measured PL spectra of a SKKU-p sample under very low excitation density. (f) Consecutively
measured PL spectra of a SNU-c sample under very low excitation density.

12 h [30]. Based on the above Raman spectroscopy
discussions, the sample there was likely already in stage
III. We can now investigate the PL photostability of pristine
(stage I) samples as well as somewhat degraded samples
under different illumination conditions, with the results
shown in Fig. 7.

a.Brief high-power illumination
We examine the effect of a brief moderate high-power
(D3 or D2) illumination by measuring the low-power PL
before and after the flash. The response on a fresh, stage I
SKKU sample is found to be rather nonuniform: the change
in peak intensity varies roughly from þ60% to −60%.
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If the intensity is found reduced, the same measurement is
repeated again after 5 min. Two typical examples are given
in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), where the PL spectra are measured
with the 532-nm laser under 14% of the D4100× power
(14% D4100× =1 s=1 s), before and after a flash (about 1 s)
under 14% of the D3100× power. In Fig. 7(a), from one
sample point, the change is minimal for the immediate
repeat (∼20-s delay), whereas in Fig. 7(b), for another
sample point, the immediate repeat exhibits a major
reduction, but nearly full recovery after 5 min. However,
not all reduced points could recover fully to the original
intensity. We note a significant difference between the
current work and the previous report [30]: there, the PL
recovery time was found to be much longer (90% recovery
after 12 h versus 20 s), which is likely due to the difference
in sample condition (as hinted at by the difference in
Raman spectra) as well as the excitation density (much
higher in the current study). The findings suggest that the
PL intensity change is not a reliable indicator of structural
change. In fact, it is often not caused by any structure
change, as we show below.
b.Prolonged low-power illumination
We examine the effects of the relatively long Raman
measurement on PL or multiple repeated PL measurements.
Figures 7(c) and 7(d), respectively, compare the
D4100× =1 s=1 s PL spectra measured before and after
the Raman spectra of SKKU-L-1 and SKKU-L-2 shown
in Fig. 2(e) (under D4100× =1000 s=1.25 s=3.75 s). For
SKKU-L-1, with its Raman spectrum rather close to that
of a pristine sample, the intensity of the hybrid peak is
found to increase by about 108% plus a small blueshift after
the Raman measurement, and no emission near the PbI2
band gap is visible. However, for SKKU-L-2, with its
Raman spectrum showing weak PbI2 features, the PL
intensity of the hybrid peak is already about 50% weaker
than the other sample before the Raman measurement, and
reduces further by about 57% after the Raman measurement, with a vestige of emission near the PbI2 band gap. It
is apparent that the photostability depends on which
degradation stage the sample initially was in.
We further examine the PL stability under repeated lowpower measurements and the effect on the excitation
density. For instance, on one location similar to that in
Fig. 7(a), we find that eight consecutive measurements
under 14% of D4 (14% D4100× =1 s=1 s) yield a 20%
reduction in the peak intensity, as shown in Fig. 7(e),
whereas under 10% of D4 (10% D4100× =1 s=1 s), the
reduction is only 10%. However, the PL photostability is
found to be significantly different in the SNU-c sample
from that in the SKKU samples. In SNU-c, the PL intensity
is found to increase with repeated measurements till it
reaches a saturated value for nearly all measured locations,
despite some variation in the overall intensity. Figure 7(f)
depicts the spectra of multiple consecutive measurements
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on one single spot under 532-nm D450×L =1 s=1 s, with
intervals of 1 or 2 min, with the peak intensity versus
measurement number shown in the inset for multiple
locations.
These results indicate that both Raman and PL spectra
are very sensitive to the sample degradation. However,
Raman modes can more directly reflect the structure
transformation, whereas the PL spectrum is not as easy
to explain; in particular, the PL intensity has been found to
exhibit either major enhancement or reduction under the
condition (e.g., D4=1 s=1 s) at which structure transformation is not expected to occur. If PL is to be used for
monitoring the structural change, the shift in peak position
is perhaps more reliable, as shown, for example, in
Figs. 4(d) and 7(c). PL intensity in a semiconductor is
known to be sensitive to extrinsic effects such as defects
and surface condition [10]. Therefore, it should be used
with caution for monitoring the structure transformation.
3. More characteristics of partially
and fully degraded samples
We provide some further discussions on additional
characteristics of partially and fully degraded or atypical
hybrid samples, and attempt to clarify the differences
between our own latest and previous results. These results
can help to identify the characteristic spectral features of
the (partially) degraded hybrid samples. The detailed
descriptions and discussions are found in the Appendix,
including Fig. 8, which summarizes the spectroscopy
features of a few significant examples.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The organic-inorganic hybrid perovskite MAPbI3 is
shown to be exceptionally easy to undergo structure
transformation when being characterized using common
spectroscopy techniques. By applying diligent controls in
the measurement conditions, we are able to reveal the
intrinsic spectroscopy signatures of the pristine samples,
and characteristic spectroscopy features of degraded samples at different transformation stages, and we show that
many of the previously reported Raman spectroscopy
studies reflected partially degraded structures of different
degrees. Importantly, despite the fact that a great variety of
rather different Raman spectra have been observed either in
this work or in the literature, they can be attributed to
different stages of structure transformation and along
different paths, e.g., relatively slow natural degradation
of the ground state, photoinduced accelerated degradation
of the excited state, and a combination of the two actions.
Intrinsic Raman spectrum of pristine MAPbI3 (stage I—
a stable state with a small formation energy) should exhibit
no visible discrete Raman modes in the spectral region of
the primary Raman modes (around 100 cm−1 ) of PbI2 , but
a broad band peaked at around 550 cm−1 . The appearance
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Summary of Raman data in Figs. 1–6. The asterisk indicates a light-induced degradation state.

Sample ID

Figure

Excitation density and
numerical aperture

SKKU-p-1
SKKU-p-2
SKKU-p-3
SKKU-p-4
SKKU-p-5
SKKU-p-1
SKKU-p-1
SKKU-p-1
SKKU-L-1
SKKU-L-2

2(a)
2(a)
2(b)
2(b)
2(a)
2(d)
2(d)
2(d)
2(e)
2(e)

D4 100×
D4 100×
D4 50×
D4 100×
D4 100×
D4 100×
D3 100×
D2 100×
D4 100×
D4 100×

800
800
800
800
1
800
400
100
1000
1000

NREL-p
NREL-p
NREL-p
NREL-p
NREL-p
NREL-p
NREL-p
SNU-c
SNU-c
SNU-c
SNU-c
SNU-c
SNU-c
SNU-c
SNU-c
SNU-c
SNU-c
SNU-c
SNU-c
SKKU-p
SKKU-p

3(a)
3(a)
3(b)
3(b)
3(b)
3(c)
3(c)
4(a)
4(a)
4(a)
4(b)
4(b)
4(b)
4(b)
4(c)
4(c)
4(c)
4(e)
4(e)
5(a)
5(a)

D4 100×
D4 100×
D4 100×
D3 100×
D2 100×
D4 100×
D4 100×
D4 50 × L
D2 50 × L
D4 50 × L
D4 50 × L
D2 50 × L
D2 50 × L
D4 50 × L
D4 50 × L
D2 50 × L
D4 50 × L
D2 50 × L
D2 50 × L
D2 50 × L
D2 50 × L

800
800
800
400
100
800
800
1600
200
200
1600
800
100
1600
1600
200
1600
100
200
1.5
10

1
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
1
1
0.5
10
10
0.5
20
0.5
0.5
0.5
10
0.5
0.5
10
0.5
0.5

4
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
4
4
0.5
0.2
0.2
0.5
0.2
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.2
0.5
0.5
0.2
0.5
0.5

SKKU-p
SKKU-p
SKKU-p
SKKU-p
SKKU-p
SKKU-p
SKKU-p
SNU-c
SNU-c
SNU-c
SNU-c
SNU-c
SNU-c
SNU-c
SNU-c
SNU-c
SNU-c
SNU-c
SNU-c
SNU-c
SNU-c
SNU-c

5(c)
5(c)
5(c)
5(d)
5(d)
5(d)
5(d)
6(a)
6(a)
6(a)
6(a)
6(b)
6(b)
6(b)
6(b)
6(c)
6(c)
6(c)
6(d)
6(d)
6(d)
6(d)

D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
100
200
400
100
100
200
400
100
100
800
100
100
100
800
100

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
20
0.5

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.2
0.5

50 × L
50 × L
50 × L
50 × L
50 × L
50 × L
50 × L
50 × L
50 × L
50 × L
50 × L
50 × L
50 × L
50 × L
50 × L
50 × L
50 × L
50 × L
50 × L
50 × L
50 × L
50 × L

Total acquisition
time (TAT) (s)
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Data collection
time (CT) (s)

Interruption
time (IT) (s)

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
1
0.5
0.5
0.5
1.25
1.25

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
N/A
0.5
0.5
0.5
3.75
3.75

Comments
Stage I
Stage II
Stage III
Stage IV
Stage I
Stage I
Stage III*
Stage III*
Stage II
Stage III or
stage I þ IV
Stage II
Stage II*
Stage II*
Stage II*
Stage II*
Stage II (before)
Stage II (after)
Stage I (before)
Stage II*
Stage I (after)
Stage I (before)
Stage II*
Stage II*
Stage III* (after)
Stage I (before)
Stage III*
Stage III* (after)
Stage I
Stage II*
Stage II (no. 0)
Stage III* or IV*
(no. 1–16)
Stage II (no. 1)
Stage II* (no. 7)
Stage II (no. 9)
Stage II (no. 1)
Stage III* (no. 6)
Stage III* (no. 20)
Stage III* (no. 23)
Stage II* (first)
Stage II*
Stage II*
Stage II* (last)
Stage II* (first)
Stage II*
Stage III*
Stage III* (last)
Stage II* (first)
Stage IV*
Stage IV* (last)
Stage II* (no. 1)
Stage II* (no. 7)
Stage IV* (no. 8)
Stage IV* (no. 9)
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TABLE II. Summary of PL data. All PL spectra are measured under TAT=CT ¼ 1 s=1 s. The asterisk indicates a light-induced
degradation state.
Sample ID Figure

Excitation density and Excitation
numerical aperture source (nm)

SKKU-p-1
SKKU-p-2
SKKU-p-3
SKKU-p-4
SKKU-p-4
SKKU-L-1
SKKU-L-2
NREL-p
NREL-p
NREL-p
NREL-p
SNU-c
SNU-c
SNU-c
SNU-c
NREL-p
SKKU-L
SKKU-p
SKKU-p
SKKU-p
SKKU-p
SKKU-p
SKKU-p
SKKU-p
SKKU-p
SKKU-L-1
SKKU-L-1
SKKU-L-2
SKKU-L-2

2(c)
2(c)
2(c)
2(c)
2(c)
2(f)
2(f)
3(d)
3(d)
3(d)
3(d)
4(d)
4(d)
4(d)
4(f)
4(f)
4(f)
4(f)
5(b)
5(b)
7(a)
7(a)
7(b)
7(b)
7(b)
7(c)
7(c)
7(d)
7(d)

D4 100×
D4 100×
D4 50 × L
D4 100×
D4 100×
D4 100×
D4 100×
D4 100×
D4 100×
D4 100×
D4 100×
D4 50 × L
D4 50 × L
D4 50 × L
D4 50 × L
D4 100×
D4 100×
D4 100×
D4 50 × L
D3 50 × L
14% D4 100×
14% D4 100×
14% D4 100×
14% D4 100×
14% D4 100×
D4 100×
D4 100×
D4 100×
D4 100×

442
442
442
442
532
442
442
532
532
442
442
442
442
442
442
442
442
442
442
442
532
532
532
532
532
442
442
442
442

SKKU-p
SNU-c

7(e)
7(f)

14% D4 100×
D4 50 × L

532
532

Comment
Stage I
Stage II, little reduction in intensity
Stage III, major intensity reduction
Stage IV, appearance of PbI2 peak
Stage IV, almost no perovskite emission
Stage II
Stage III or stage I þ IV, intensity reduction and blue shift
Stage II (before)
Stage II* (after), intensity reduction
Stage II (before)
Stage II* (after), intensity reduction
Stage I (before a)
Stage II* (after b), small enhancement and small red shift
Stage III* (after c), major intensity reduction and 24 nm redshift
Stage I
Peak wavelength red shifts with increasing domain
Stage II
size
Stage II
Stage I
Stage III* or IV * Significant blueshift and major intensity reduction
with appearance of the PbI2 band gap emission
Stage III* or IV *
Stage I (before)
Stage I (after), minimum change in intensity
Stage I (before)
Stage I (after), major intensity reduction
Stage I (after 5 min.), fully recovery
Stage II (original)
Stage II (after Raman), 108% intensity increment; no PbI2 band gap
Stage III or Stage I þ IV (original)
Stage IV (after Raman), intensity reduction;
emission near the PbI2 bandgap
Stage I, no. 1–8, 20% reduction in intensity
Stage I, no. 1–9, intensity increases till saturation

of a hump in the 100-cm−1 region, accompanied by the
intensity reduction of the 550-cm−1 band, is the first
indication of structure transformation into the next stage
(stage II—a metastable state). The development from a
hump to discrete Raman modes in the 100-cm−1 region
typically indicates the transformation into stage III, and is
irreversible. Ammonia (NH3 ) intercalated PbI2 could be
one of the possible intermediate states. PbI2 is usually the
final product (stage IV) of the transformation. However,
different intermediate states of stage III can lead to different
final states, e.g., 2H-PbI2 versus 4H-PbI2 . A partially
degraded sample may respond differently to light illumination from a pristine sample, for instance, the appearance
of a Raman peak at around 250 cm−1 that might not be
observable if the initial state is stage I. The signature
Raman features of different stages are universal for the
MaPbI3 samples of different crystalline domain sizes.
However, in general, the photodegradation thresholds in
terms of illumination time and/or power density seem to

increase with increasing domain size (on the order of
NREL-p, SKKP-p, and SNU-c), which is likely due to the
variation in the thermal conductivity and/or surface effect.
On the PL spectrum of MAPbI3 , the structure transformation typically yields the intensity reduction and peak
blueshift of the emission near the hybrid band gap. A
severely degraded sample tends to yield emission near the
band gap of the PbI2 . Even at the measurement condition
not expecting photoinduced structure transformation, PL
intensity may exhibit significant instability, where the
polycrystalline samples tend to show an inhomogeneous
response to light illumination, for instance, exhibiting
either enhanced or reduced PL intensity, PL quenching
being either reversible or irreversible; but the single
crystalline sample tends to show increasing PL intensity
till saturation under repeated measurements. Therefore, the
PL intensity change may or may not reflect the structural
change. Relatively speaking, PL is a less reliable technique
for monitoring the structure transformation compared to
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Key spectroscopy characteristics of the four structure transformation stages.

Stages

Raman

I. Pristine and stable state
II. Metastable state
III. Partially and irreversibly
degraded state
IV. Fully degraded state

PL
−1

No visible discrete Raman modes around 100 cm
but with a broad band at ∼550 cm−1
Appearance of a hump in the 100-cm−1 region;
reduction of the 550-cm−1 band
Appearance of discrete Raman modes in the 100-cm−1
region, the 550-cm−1 band very weak
Resembling PbI2 Raman spectrum

Raman, which is more directly correlated with the crystalline structure.
Tables I and II summarize, respectively, the Raman and
PL spectra shown in Figs. 2–7, including the basic sample
information, measurement conditions, and approximate
degradation stages and brief comments. Table III summarizes the key spectroscopy characteristics of the four stages.
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APPENDIX:
A. Different degradation products
We previously reported that there were substantial
differences in Raman features between small and large
crystalline domains in SKKU samples: the overall intensity

Blueshift; peak intensity reduction;
PbI2 band edge PL peak appears
at stage IV

was much lower for SKKU-p, and additional features were
observed in SKKU-L [38], as shown in Fig. 8(a). These
spectra were obtained under D250×L =200 s=10 s=0.2 s
with the 532-nm laser when the sample was first received
(the color was dark). As it has now become apparent, these
spectra likely reflect the degradation stage III, more so for
the large domain, because of the photodegradation
during the measurement. Interestingly, the highly degraded
SKKU-L sample shows more features (e.g., 68; 101; ∼143;
∼242; ∼316 cm−1 ) than that of 2H or 4H PbI2 [33,36].
Among these additional peaks, the 143 cm−1 is from the
TiO2 buffer layer (which we explain later). As a matter of
fact, the overall spectrum resembles that of ammonia (NH3 )
intercalated PbI2 in the region below 120 cm−1 [37]. If the
spectrum reported in Ref. [37] is indeed of intrinsic to
ammonia intercalated PbI2 , the SKKU-L spectrum in
Fig. 8(a) could indicate that the ammonia intercalated
PbI2 is an intermediate state of the photodegradation, which
then points to a possible degradation path of the hybrid.
However, not all large domains exhibited the spectrum
shown in Fig. 8(a); for instance, some did not show the 68and 101-cm−1 peaks. Those large domains that did and did
not show these two peaks tended to result in two distinctly
different spectra when further evolving into PbI2 . For
comparison, Fig. 8(b) shows three representative Raman
spectra measured from different locations on what appeared
to be a fully degraded SKKU sample (i.e., completely
turned yellow) under the same condition as in Fig. 8(a), but
exhibiting significantly enhanced overall intensities. After
degradation, those large hybrid domains typically turned
into large PbI2 domains, although they somewhat shrank in
size. There are two distinctly different types of spectra for
the fully degraded large domains. One resembles that in
Fig. 8(a), but with reduced splitting between the two lowest
frequency peaks (approximately from 6 to 3 cm−1 ) and
reduced intensity of the 316-cm−1 peak, referred to as
SKKU-L-T1. The 3-cm−1 splitting matches that of the Eg
mode undergoing 2H to 4H transformation [33], which
might suggest a transformation from ammonia intercalated
PbI2 to 4H-PbI2 . In the inset of Fig. 8(b), a comparison is
made between a further degraded state from that in Fig. 8(a)
and the final state. We note that the SKKU-L-T1 structure is
stable in air, as measured 9 days later on the same domain.
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(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)
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(f)

FIG. 8. Raman and PL spectra of partially or fully degraded samples. (a) Comparison of partially photodegraded SKKU sample
between large and small domain (the inset shows the spectra in a larger spectral range). (b) Nearly fully degraded SKKU samples
(including two distinctively different large domains), and the inset shows the spectra in a smaller spectral range. (c) PL spectra of the
samples shown in (b). (d) The effect of photoinduced structure transformation in an already partially degraded sample due to the course
of nature, showing a common Raman peak at around 250 cm−1 . (e) PL spectra of a partially degraded SKKU-L sample measured before
and after high-excitation density Raman measurement (the inset shows the corresponding Raman spectra). (f) Raman and PL spectra of
an atypical location in a SKKU-p sample.

The other type, SKKU-L-T2, looks very similar to a small
domain, SKKU-p-T3, in terms of both spectral features and
their intensities. And they exhibit the same Raman features
of 2H-PbI2 .

It is interesting to compare the PL spectra of the three
cases in Fig. 8(b), as shown in Fig. 8(c), all taken under
442-nm D450×L =1 s=1 s. The large domain samples show
stronger IR peaks than the small domain. They have all
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blueshifted with respect to the nondegraded sample and are
at least a factor of 40–1000 weaker in magnitude than a
typical nondegraded sample. In all of them, the PbI2 band
gap emission peaks are clearly visible, with that of the
small domain sample being the strongest. The results seem
to suggest that the large domains, even after achieving
nearly full conversion to PbI2 , might still contain some
molecules perhaps in the form of defects in the structure.
The remaining 317-cm−1 Raman feature in the SKKU-LT1 spectrum in Fig. 8(b) could be an indicator.
B. Phototransformation of partially
degraded materials
The photodegradation path depends on the degradation
state in which the sample already is due to the natural
degradation before the illumination. We note that the D4
spectrum of the NREL-p sample in Fig. 3(b) looks more
like the slightly degraded SKKU-p-2 than the most pristine
SKKU-p-1 in Fig. 2(a). The D2 or D3 spectrum of the
NREL-p sample in Fig. 3(b) also appears to be different
from those of the D2 or D3 spectrum of SKKU-p-1
(starting from the pristine state) in Fig. 2(d). However,
we can find some common characteristic spectral
features in weakly degraded samples of all three sources.
Figure 8(d) compares the spectrum of NREL-p at
D3100× =100 s=0.5 s=0.5 s from Fig. 3(b), of SKKU-p-2
at D3100× =400 s=0.5 s=0.5 s, and of SNU-c at
D250×L =800 s=20 s=0.2 s from Fig. 4(b). One can see a
TABLE IV.
Sample ID
SKKU-p
SKKU-L
SKKU-L-T1
SKKU-L-T2
SKKU-p-T3
NREL-p
SKKU-p-2
SNU-c
SKKU-p

new feature at around 250 cm−1 , which was probably buried
in the broad band near 550 cm−1 in the less degraded
samples, such as Figs. 2(d) and 4(a), and remained visible in
the partially degraded large domain spectrum in Fig. 8(a).
Note that this Raman band was also present in some previous
reports [27,28], indicating that the results there likely
represented partially degraded states. This comparison
further supports the finding that despite the considerable
variations in material synthesis and therefore the crystalline
structures, the hybrid materials do share common structure
transformation paths in the qualitative level.
Figure 8(e) shows an interesting PL spectrum of a
severely degraded SKKU-L sample exhibiting a continuous
emission spectrum from the PbI2 band gap to the hybrid
band gap, in contrast to the spectrum measured from the
same spot that was initially only mildly degraded before
being subjected to a D2100× =100 s=0.5 s=0.5 s Raman
measurement. The corresponding Raman spectra at
D4100× =800 s=0.5 s=0.5 s before and after photoaccelerated degradation are included as the inset, which also
reflects the transformation. The broad PL emission band
expanding from near-infrared to green signifies a highly
disordered transition phase between the hybrid perovskite
and PbI2 .
Lastly, in Fig. 8(f), we show a “peculiar” or atypical
Raman spectrum from one spot of a SKKU-p sample
measured under D2100× =100 s=0.5 s=0.5 s. It shows two
Raman modes at 82 and 343 cm−1 that did not appear in the
other hybrid samples, together with a set of Raman modes

Summary of Raman data in Fig. 8. The asterisk indicates a light-induced degradation state.
Figure

Excitation density and
numerical aperture

Total acquisition
time (s)

Data collection
time (s)

Interruption
time (s)

Comments

8(a)
8(a)
8(b)
8(b)
8(b)
8(d)
8(d)
8(d)
8(f)

D2 50 × L
D2 50 × L
D2 50 × L
D2 50 × L
D2 50 × L
D3 100×
D3 100×
D2 50 × L
D2 100×

200
200
200
200
200
100
400
800
100

10
10
10
10
10
0.5
0.5
20
0.5

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.5
0.5
0.2
0.5

Stage III*
Possibly intercalated PbI2
Stage IV* or 4H-PbI2
Stage IV* or 2H-PbI2
Stage IV* or 2H-PbI2
Stage II*
Stage II*
Stage II*
TiO2

TABLE V. Summary of PL data in Fig. 8. All PL spectra are measured under TAT=CT ¼ 1 s=1 s. The asterisk indicates a lightinduced degradation state.
Sample ID
SKKU-L-T1
SKKU-L-T2
SKKU-p-T3
SKKU-L
SKKU-L

Figure

Excitation density and
numerical aperture

Excitation
source (nm)

8(c)
8(c)
8(c)
8(e)
8(e)

D4 50 × L
D4 50 × L
D4 50 × L
D3 100×
D3 100×

442
442
442
442
442

Comment
Stage IV*
Stage IV*
Stage IV*

PbI2 band gap emission; large domains show
stronger IR peaks than the small domain

Stage III (before)
Stage IV (after Raman), highly disordered transition phase
between the hybrid perovskite to PbI2
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of anatase TiO2 at 146.9 (Eg ), 397.7 (B1g ), (517.7) (Ag ), and
636 cm−1 (Eg ) [46]. The TiO2 related peaks are no surprise,
as they exist in other degraded hybrid samples, such as
those shown in Fig. 8(b) (not plotted), because the degraded
samples are much more transparent for the 532-nm laser;
thus, more Raman signals from the TiO2 buffer layer could
be detected. A subtle difference in the TiO2 Eg mode
between this sample and those in Fig. 8(b) is noted: a
blueshift from ∼143.3 to ∼147 cm−1 , which can be
explained by the TiO2 grain size change (approximately
from >30 to 8 nm) [47]. The PL spectra from this spot,
shown as the inset of Fig. 8(f), under 442-nm D4
ðD3; D2Þ100× =1 s=1 s are still like those of a typical hybrid
sample, except for a blueshift in peak position compared to
a nondegraded sample. The Raman and PL spectra in Fig. 8
are summarized in Tables IV and V respectively.
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